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COSSACK MALE CHORUS
TO SING RUSSIAN AIRS
FOR CONCERT MUSICAL
Classes Will Be Open

Special Programs
Are Being Offered
For Grand Rally
Friday To Alumni
And Parents
With Grand Rally, the homecoming alumni and open house
event of the year, set for next
and the
week, book cramming
burning of the midnight oil is
now in fashion.
All classes will be thrown open
for visitors who want to investigate the inner academic workings
of the institution.
It’ll be like the old grammar
school days when mother called
to see how her pride and joy was
progressingand always on the
days when you happened to be
wearing the dunce cap.
GENERAL INVITATION
Anyone interested whether parent, alumnae, or merely interested
citizen, will be welcomed, according to school authorities.
Every department in the school
will contribute to the days events.
Special programs are scheduled by
the home making, music, drama,
industrial arts, and athletic departments on both Friday and Saturday.
As co-chairman of the Grand
Rally affair, Miss Lydia Innes,
and Miss Berta Gray are chiefly
responsible for the big two-day
celebration.
The first autumn Grand Rally
was inaugurated last year. The
possibility of making this a yearly
fall festivity was decided then.
BRACER AT NOON
uutstanding affairs during the
Grand Rally are the Variety Show
to be held in Morris Dailey auditorium Friday evening;
noon
bracer -a feature of the athletic
departments; society and organization breakfast, lunch, and dinner for the guests; debate given
by the speech arts department;
big game with Chico on Saturday, October 13; and the big windup dance that will be given as a
Climax to the Grand Rally in the
Men’s gym Saturday evening.

lk>f,

I ormer Czar Officers
Will Be Featured
On October 28
San Jose music iovers will have
the opportunity to hear the rich
voices of the Don Cossack male
chorus in the opening concert of
the 1934-35 music serieq in the
Morris Dailey Auditoriin 1, October twenty-eighth.
The Don Cossacks were organized in a prison camp near Constantinople in 1923.AI ter being exiled from Russia, their mother
country, they began traveling extensively over the world. The chorus has a record of over 2,700 concerts given in Europe, England,
Australia, and America.
These 36 stalwart Russians, exofficers of the Czar’s Imperial
Army, are led by the diminutive
Serge Jaroff, who, without baton,
and without giving a note, is said
to stir his singers to thrilling
achievements and vivid interpreta
Hos. The Russian sacred music.
folk songs and Cossack war songs.
with the riotous accompaniment/4
of shouts, whistling and dancing,
will make a program worth hearing and seeing, according to those
who are familiar with the work
of the chorus.
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Dramatic 3tars Of
S. J. State College
Eclipse Jean Harlow

S. J. STATE LEADS
CALIFORNIA TEACHER

COLLEGES FOR 1934

Open House to be Held
By Home -Makers Will
Mark Grand Rally Day

Number 13

Yell Leader Tryouts To Be
Conducted This Morning
In Dailey Assembly Hall

Rumor has it that all this to-do
about hair started with Harlow.
Well, just forget it, compared to
some of the hair antics of the San
Jose Players, Harlow is an interloper, a snake in the grass, a mere
whippersnapper.
In an attempt to prove the suAn enexpectedly large turnout of
periority of man, in matters of
seventy-five students answered the
hair as well as matters of state,
call of the Speech Department
Dick Glyer started it all by bleaching his hair for "Anna Christie." last week for those who were
interested in producing one-act
MADDOX GOES BLONDE
Virginia Maddox came
along plays.
Mr. Hugh W. Gillis, director of
next and she so admired Glyer’s
radiant locks that she up and San Jose Players, took charge of
bleached her own
for
"Hedda the meeting. He announced the
’names of three plays to be given
Gabler."
Dorothy Vierra considered all by the groups. They are Confesthese blondes to be rank heresy, sional, a modern drama; Evening
so she rinsed her locks a seduc- Dress Indispensable, a comedy;
ta1r, a melotive black and killed off her hero and The Giant’s
drama.
In "Hedda Gabler".
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
"Dee" Shehtanian viewed
all
Each play will have an assistthese suicide (dyed by their own
hands) heads of hair, and, de- ant director, under the supervision
cided that virility and masculinity of Mr. Gillis, and a complete staff,
was receding, so he grew himself a consisting of cast, stage manager,
black beard which cascaded all electrician, and property manager.
over his beer and finally had to The students to fill these roles will
be chopped off.
be chosen from the seventy-five
HAMLETS FOLLOW
who showed up at the meeting last
Now Jim Clancy, Gary Simp- Friday. Students who are members
son, Jimmy Fitzgerald and other of San Jose Players are not elmembers of the
"Hamlet" cast igible for any of these positions.
are timidly following in the trail
ALREADY SCHEDULED
of the big black beard and are letThe plays will be presented at
ting their virility assert itself in Orientation meetings, at Musical
the form of very long hair for Half Hours, and to various clubs
the production of "Hamlet".
who have already asked for such
entertainment.
It is possible that near the end
of the school term, an evening
of one-act plays will be presented
to the Student Body and the people
of San Jose, according to Mr.
New members of the San Jose
Gillis.
Players met for the first time last
Thursday with Mr. Hugh Gillis,
director of productions, and officers of the dramatic organization.
Jim Fitzgerald, president of the
group, addressed the new members, telling them the purpose of
the organization and the value of
"Voice or no voice, we are anxsuch a club in the Speech Arts ious to have all men, particularly
department.
freshmen, turn out for the meeting
Mr. Gillis announced that two of the Men’s Glee club tonight,"
consecutive absences from meet- said ’Randolph Fitts, president, yesings will disqualify membership terday.
from the Players organization.
The Glee club is being reorganHe outlined briefly the plays
ized this year on a grand scale.
to be presented during the year,
When the membership quota has
and explained the try-out system.
been filled, a definite schedule will
"Everyone has a fair chance to
get into the production," he said, include performances at Junior
"so every Player should try-out colleges, other State colleges, and
for the part he would like to possible theater engagements.
Fitts and Dean Kiesler, stuwork on."
The next meeting scheduled for dent director, call special attention
Players is to be held Wednesday to the fact that mere are to be
at
7:30 no try-outs, and that one unit of
10,
October
evening,
O’clock, Mr. Gillis urged all mem- credit is being offered for the
course.
bers to be present.
Meetings are held in the Music
building from seven to eight p.m.
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Hugh Gillis, Director, Staf felbach Planning
Names One-Act Plays
Arrangements For
For Player’s Calendar
Initial Meet

Jim Fitzgerald Talks
To New Members Of
ROBINSON RESIGNS
Players At Meeting
AS ADVISOR FOR
S. J. HIKING CLUB

assistant
Mr. Elmo Robinson,
professor of psychology at State,
resigned his duties as faculty advisor of the San Jose State Hiking Club in favor of Miss Elsie
Swanson of the English department, at the committee meeting
held last Tuesday noon.
The last hike taken by the club
was voted, a success, and another
has been planned for next Sunday, which will take the hikers
Uvas
to Quail Canyon, in the
district.
Faculty and students are invited to join the hikers. For particulars see Ruby Siemers or Miss
--Leading its nearest competitor, Swanson. More specific informaSan Francisco State, by 478 stu- tion will be posted on the bulletin
dents, San Jose State Teachers board this week.
college leads all California teachers colleges in total enrollment
or active full-time student equivalent, according to a report received this week from the state
department of education containing
a complete census of the school
Inviting the alumni, faculty, and
year, 1932-33.
students, the Homemaking departFresno State Teachers college
ment is holding open house on Frihas the third highest enrollment,
day, in connection witn Grand Ral1323, followed by San Diego, with
ly Day. Visitors will be welcomed
1274 total students.
to the classes which will be in sesHUMBOLDT IS SMALLEST
sion that day, and to an afternoon
Santa Barbara
enrolled
746, tea from 2:30 to 5:00 p.m., which
Chico 698, Humboldt, the smallest
is to be sponsored by members of
teacher’s college in the state, 359.
the department.
The grand total enrollment of all
The college tea room and the colthe colleges is 7930.
in the
situated
lege cafeteria,
The preceding figures include all
building, both anHomemaking
students, both limited and regular.
nounce luncheons to be served for
Of that total, 89 per
cent are stu- that day. The Tea Room will serve
dents enrolled for seven or
more a 35 cent luncheon from 12:00
units of credit, and
the remaining noon to 12:45 o’clock, and the caf11 per cent
students take only six
eteria a 20 cent luncheon and a la
(Continued on Page Four)
carte from 11:30 o’clock to 12:45.

Buy
Play
Tickets

MEN’S GLEE CLUB
INVITE FRESHMEN
TO JOIN TONIGHT

DEMOCRATIC CLUB TO
MEET AT NOON TODAY

The second regular meeting of
Democratic
the Sinclair-Downey
Club will be held in the Little Theater today at 12:20 o’clock.
As there is still some time available for speakers, any faculty member or student desiring to speak
on any phase of the gubernatorial
campaign is being invited to get
In touch with Einar Christy
vice chairman in charge of programs.
If there is any time available
the chair will recognize ’weakers
from the floor. Speeches will be
definitely limited to five minutes.

To be followed by an election
on Wednesday, tryouts for a new
student yell leader will be conducted at an assembly this morning at eleven o’clock in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
The assembly will be featured
also by the introduction of the
student council and newly appointed office holders.
Classes will not be excused for
the meeting, since only one general
assembly per quarter is allowed.
All students who have no classes
and are otherwise free to attend
are being invited to do so, with
the assurance of enjoying excellent
entertainment as well as the privilege of watching aspiring yell
leaders demonstrate their talents.
GUBERNATORIAL BALLOT
Polls for the election of the
new yell leader will be open
Wednesday from eight to four
o’clock in front of the Morrie
Dailey auditorium, with Byron
Lamphear as election judge. In
addition to the associated student
vote, a trial vote on the gubernatorial race of California will
be conducted. This will be conducted by the associated students,
and is merely a "straw" vote to
discover the preferences of San
Jose State college students in the
choice of a new governor.
STUDENT CHAIRMAN
Arrangements for othe assembly
this morning were planned by
Hugh Staffelbach, and yell leader
tryouts will be conducted by
Howard Burns, who is retiring
from this office after several
quarters of fine work. Ronald
Linn, president of the associated
students, will open the meeting,
assisted by Evelyn Cavala, who
was recently chosen secretary by
members of the council.

Pre-Med Students Will
Discuss Year’s Plans

San Jose State’s Pre-medics will
hold their first meeting of the year
Wednesday, at which officers will
be elected and the year’s objectives
wil be discussed.
Dr. Jay C. Elder will address
the group on the topic: "Medical
Schools". In this talk, Dr. Elder
will discuss
admission
requirements, tuition, opportunities, clinical facilities, and items of general
Information.
For several years, the Pre-Medic
Club has been one of the out-standing organizations on the campus.
This year, with a membership of
75 students, a banner year of social events and programs is expectTickets for the G.E.M. dinner ed.
to be held Wednesday night at
6 o’clock in the Hotel DeAnza will
not be available after Wednesday
noon, it has been announced by
the officers of the organization.
Twenty-nine teachers of San
Tickets will cost fifty-one cents
each, and may be secured from Jose Schools met here Wednesday
the education office I.n room 81 or night with Miss Emily DeVore of
from Robert Ryan, Naomi Ny- the State education department.
gaard, Margaret Hughes, Dorothy Plans were made for the seaaon’s
Steaffens, Beatrice Town, William work In observation and participation.
Niles, or Verle Jones.

0. E. M. DINNER TICKETS
MAY BE PURCHASED

TEACHOIS MAKE PLANS
FOR STUDENT TRAINING
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. . Michael Angelo

Dedicated to the best interests of San Jose State College

Bruno Hauptinalin was indicted
yesterday for the murder in the
kidnaping of the infant son et
Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh by Et
Hunterdom county
grand jury,
composed of 20 men and ihrte
women.
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Paul Dean pitched the St. Loug
Cardinals to their third victory
in the World series yesterday vital
the Cards defeated the Detroit
Tigers 4 to 3 in Detroit, tying
the count at three games each.
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"Platform Advice"

By DR. T. W. MacQUARRIE

expected opportunities coming oar

Note: This column is personal
between the president and the college. Outsiders are requested not
to make use of the material.

way. Of course, our young peo-

Three hundred and twenty-five

ARTIST

I

however,

who can meet the test.
4. We make a special effort to

year. That is something of a rec-

efficient placement

office

with

ord, about 32%

better than the

three full time employees.

The

year before.

it encouraging?

placement service

Is

ment probably indicates a number

feel good anyway, if that’s what
we’re

after.

Our

unusual place-

of things. Some of them inspire
our enthusiasm and some give us
a bit of concern.
Good: 1. More teachers than usual are being employed. The com"kicked out the
munities that
fads" (music, art, home making,
industrial arts, etc.) three years
ago in their frantic surge to adjust to the depression are now
reinstating them. It is one thing
for the so-called taxpayers’ group
to inaugurate drastic economies,
but it is quite another thing when
the parents (also taxpayers) find
out that their children are being
defrauded, so music, art, home
speech
making, industrial arts,
correction, etc., are coming back,
and that, in my opinion, accounts
for a large part of our excellent
placement.
2. Our young teachers are trained in the schools and not in an
artificial,
abnormal,
training
school. They "light running", as
the saying goes, when they start
in on a job, and superintendents
are delighted to get teachers who
do not need too much attention
during the busiest
time of the
year.
San Jose State has the advantage of a long history in California, and literally thousands of
our alumni are in important positions in the schools.
Naturally,
they turn to their Alma Mater
when they’re
looking for new
teachers, and we find many unNOTICE

Miss Helen Price, regional Y.W.C.A. secretary, will be the guest
speaker at the Association Sup"after
per tonight at 5:30 in Schofield
iHall at the city "Y". Her topic

As stated editorially in the San Bernardino Valley Junior College weekly, "Time waits for no man"and
college, what?"
D. F.

ually have candidates,

place our people. We have a most

t Preparing ourselves for various careers, fitting ourselves for positions in society, finding ourselvesthese are
our aims vi attending college. Lack of the necessary fortitude and industry to expend a little mental energy, to lay
out a reasonable amount of time for study, may very easily
result in the sacrifice of many years of happiness. Undoubtedly it is much more pleasant to indulge in only the social
part of college life, but unless you have come here with a
purpose other than seeking increased recreational opportunities, the world will hold next to nothing for you when
you begin the struggle for success and recognition.

If college succeeds only in furnishing a comprehensive
and practical cue to the great education which is to follow,
it has served its function. To accomplish this purpose, college offers not only training necessary for entrance into
various fields of work, but also requires certain apparently "useless" courses to accompany it. Taken in the right
attitude, these requirements will soon hold the fascination
and interest which only the subjects you liked previously
commanded for you.

alumni wouldn’t take them. We us-

In teaching jobs during the past

Yes, on the whole. It makes us

The intelligent accumulation of knowledge and experience is the ultimate in education, and graduation from
college, instead of indicating that you know all there is to
know, is really the commencement to the search for real
education.

ple must be good or even our own

of our graduates have been placed

"There is no victory without the dust of battle" and
similarly, there is no education without work.

Contrary to commonly issued "platform advice", college is not the final stage of anybody’s education. It is
merely a brief opportunity, the proper use of which will
yield a better chance to succeed after the ’opportunity’ is
finished.

WORLD NE/S]
HIGHLIGHTS

is

intelligent,

The Los Angeles Times said yes.
terday that in Los Angeles there
is a college for training common.
1st agitators and that the courses
include street riots,
propaganda
work in colleges, propaganda in
and National
navy
the army,
Guard and propaganda in govern.
ment relief camps.
The supreme court promised yes.
terday to review the ruling effect
ing the devaluation of the dollar
as to its validity.
Babe Ruth told reporters in New
York yesterday that next year be
would either be a manager of a
major league ball club or else he
would quit baseball for good.

courageous, and complete. Much of

Chief Justice Waste of the cab
ifornia supreme court announced
Not so good: 1. Many of the no decision would be handed down
openings are caused indirectly by on the appeal of David A. Lamson
the teacher tenure law. Trustees former Stanford Press represent.
In many places h.ve been dismia- ative, from his conviction of the
ing teachers at the end of three murder of his wife Aliene, add
years in order that they may not probably Wednesday.
acquire tenure. This is abnormal,
as many of those who lose their
NOTICE
jobs are good teachers. In the
Important Play Reader’s molt
smaller districts the system start- Mg at 7:30 o’clock, Tuesday, Oct.
ed when the tenure law applied, be ninth, in room 159. Only old
but the authorities found out that members be present!
they could hire young, inexperienced teachers, sometimes better
NOTICE
trained than the incumbents, at
Sophomore Class Meeting Thurk
lower saleries, and they have kept day in room 53, eleven o’clock
up the practice although the law Discussion of Soph traditions, ek
has been changed. In other words, tertainment.
our young people are taking the
All girls be present to elect
places of
experienced
teachers W. A. A. representative.
now, and they, themselves, will
have to meet the same fate three
NOTICE
years hence. That is certainly not
All women students who are 10’
a happy situation.
terested in enrolling In the course
2. This may be an abnormal on "Relations of Men and Women"
year, and may stimulate so many Which is being offered by Dr
to take up teacher training that Bertha Shedd Mason are requested
there will be an unplaceable sur- to register in the Y. W. C. A. ram
plus which no amount of activity room 14 of the main building b(
on our part can take care of. It tonight.
Tues.
is just possible that the normal
This course is given every
growth in California will demand
9’00
to
7:30
from
evening
day
a steadily increasing supply of P. M. in room 24, under the
teachers, but census figures do auspices of the college "N.".
not indicate such a developnient.
However, we may well rejoice
NOTICE
over our employment year. It has
The Italian Club will meet todll
been most successful and most en- at 12:30 in room 21 to discos
couraging. Incidentally, the total plans for the year, according to
income of our new placements will president Vincent Giordano.
amount to more than
$400,000
during this school year. How do
K IN OE RCA RTEN- PR !MARY
you like that for a big number?
GIRLS NOTICE
Thursday afternoon, October II.
A noon day bracer will be ofKindergarteo
fered returning alumni Friday, Delta Phi Upsilon,
Honorary St
October 12, by the W.A.A. Choice Primary National
teal
of competing in fifteen or more clety, is giving an informal
room 1 of the Art Bi,aildlflg,All
games is offered.
Kindergarten -Primary girls are it
will be "If Only".
vited to attend.
our success is due to that service.
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It begins to look as if San Jose
really has the maaings of a great
football team after all. Dud DeGroot’s boys more than held th Air
Olympic CIA)
own against the
Saturday and don’t let anyone tell
YOU that the Club eleven In composed of "aged men who used to
be pretty good when they were in
college." either.
The Winged-0 trans is still one
of the best, even though tee Post
Streeters don’t undergo the Inecnsive training of college players.
Fellows such as Denser, Taylor,
Ahearn, and Schimmel haven’t forgotten how to tackle, block and
pack that ball, while Partee looked
in great shape and Wes me Coy
can still exchange punts with the
best of them.

WWI an.
govern.
red the
sdo and
c rebels,

Yes, the Spartans have ’arrived". The reserve strength is gond,
the first team has hit its stride,
and with Dud DeGroot anal Bill
Hubbard directing the team, the
local boys should really ’go to
town", if you’ll pardon a trite ex-
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SOCCER TEAM DROPS
CONTEST TO STANFORD
SQUAD BY 62 SCORE

The latest injury to hit the San
Jose eleven is the fractured wrist
of Meyers, incurred in Ss ’irday’s
game with the Olympic Club.
While Jerry Whitaker can step
into the pivot position without
weakening the team, Meyers is
a pretty good man to have in
there and his presence will be
missed in the Chico battle.
The knot-hole club made its local appearance at the game Saturday, approximately seven hundred
youngsters led by Joe Siordia
dashing into the stadium about a
minute before the kick-off. The
kids were led in cheers by Siordia
and their shrill voices could be
heard a couple of blocks away as
they cut loose with all the San
Jose yells.
Hype Igoe writes a nice piece
in the N.Y. Daily Mirror saying
that Steve Hamas, conqueror of
Max Schmeling and Art Lasky,
should be made to battle Primo
Camera before giving a title bout
with Max Bear.
The New York boxing expert
states that the Primo’s alibi about
spraining his ankle in the first
round of the Baer scrap really
was legitimate and that the Venitian Giant showed
plenty of
"heart" by stumbling around for
ten more rounds on an injured
ankle when he might easily have
forfeited to Livermore Maxie in
the first heat and saved himself a
lot of punishment.
llamas, who has dubbed himself
the "Austrian Assasin", is not wild
about swapping punches with Carflora. The Italian probably would
beat the Penn. State man, although
it would be difficult to convince
most people that he’ would dethrone Baer in a return bout.
I don’t like the way those Detroit Tigers are handling the St.
Louis Cards one
bit,
cracking
Dizzy Dean on the head with a pitched ball Saturday and the next
day batting the Dizzy one out of
the box. Don’t sell the Cards short,
they’ll win yet.
Roger Thurber reminds me that
the Cards still have "Wild Bill"
Hallahan and "Daffy" Dean to
throw in against the Tigers so I
guess it still is a series.
San Jose State students are not
airminded according to records
Which show that only six students
have signed up for Mr. Frank
Petersen’s avation course.
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CAL AGUES SHOW FIGHT Girl’s Sports
IN HOLDING POWERFUL
NEVADA WOLFPACK 0-0

oe

By DOROTHY MARTIN
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1934

The Spartan soccer team lost a
hard-fought game to the Stanford

1

Aeronautics Class To
Control Planes With
Supervision of Pilots

A chance at the "stick" will be
granted to all members of the
earonautics class Wednesday at
two o’lock under the guidance of
two experienced pilots at the San
Jose Airport.

PLAY DAY OFFICIALS
Important!
A special meeting of the Play
The battered dope bucket went Day officials is to be held today
down for the count and came up in the women’s gym!
with another dent last Saturday
From two o’clock in the afterThe following girls are requestwhen the pre-rated mediocre Cal ed, by Dorothy Rakestraw, general noon until darkness two modern
Aggie team journeyed to Reno and chairman of Play Day to be pre- dual control "ships" of well,known
held the highly touted Nevada sent: Helen Maxwell, Janet Cam- make will be winging their way
squad to a scoreless tie.
eron, Carmelite Gilgrest, Jewel over this city with student fledging at the controls.
By holding Nevada, a team rat- Pangburn, Lois Foy, June RayThose members of the class who
ed to run over the Mustangs with nor, Nancy Walker, Dorothy Schease, the Aggie stock soared up- wan, Doris Frost, Roberta Cul- have "flying time" to their credit
Lillian will stay on the ground Wednesward in the Far Western Go der- bertson, Lillian Brown,
ence. This places Crip Totneey’s Radivoj, Muriel Ernst, Margaret day so it will be a new experience
for everyone who goes aloft.
farmers as a definite threat In the Gallagher, Beth Simerville, Rita
Students will have control of the
Gerry Williamson,
Anne
conference race. Also, this may Reed,
mean that the Wolves are :sot as Sanford, May Jensen, Alma -Gar- ships only while they are in the
powerful as advance infermation rett, Eva Chew, Nina Milhone and air. The take-offs and landings
will be executed by expert pilots,
Margaret Dunipace, chairman.
predicts.
but every student
will pilot a
The game was a listless tussle
"ship" about for at least 15 minA HAY RIDE
with Nevada making
but
few
utes.
All girls are Invited to go for
threats. The Aggies showed little
The purpose of giving aeronauoffensive power, but put up a stub- a Hay Ride with the W.A.A. club
tics students a chance to fly so
born defense which held the Wol- members, it has been annuonced
early in their training was, acves in check most of the game. by Beth Simerville, W.A.A. presicording to Mr. F.F. Petersen, indent.
Both teams proved sluggish and
instructor of the class, to stimufailed to get under way with any
Where to meetWomen’s gym. late interest,
and to give students
sustained drives.
When to meetOct. 20, at 7:00 an opportunity which will better
p.m.
enable them to understand theory
Where you will goToyon Rid- which will be taken up in class.
ing Academy, where the hay
Members of the class may thank
Mr. Petersen, their instructor, for
racks will be waiting.
Following the rideAn outdoor this opportunity as he alone is
responsible for its being. No finsupper.
By HAROLD BETTINGER
ancial appropriation by the state
Entire Expense.$35.
This is hard to say. The situwas made for this end, but Mr.
Girls
who
wish
to
participate
Petersen, realizing the desirability
ation warrants stronger talk than
in
this
event
should
sign
up
in
the
of such an opportunity, made a
can ever be put into print.
women’s gym by October 16, Miss bargain with a Mills Field aviaI’m not going to pour out any
Simerville stated.
tor. The result of which was that
of the old sentimental hooey
in return for the aforementioned
about school spirit, or dying for
considerations which are to be renBOOT AND SPUR
the old Alma Mater, or any of
Don’t forget the Boot and Spur dered next Wednesday afternoon,
the other slush that the sob
ride next Thursday afternoon from Mr. Petersen will relinquish all
writers grind out.
4:30 to 6:00 o’clock to Alum Rock. claim on one highly coveted proBut I think its a poor lousy
The probable cost will be $.75 pellor, the same to become the unbunch of sports who will cheerGeraldine Williamson. W.A.A. rid- disputed property of the aviator.
the
benefits
of
fully enjoy the
ing club representative, stated.
school while making fun of it behind its back.
JUNIOR ORCHESIS
A small percentage of you turn
Junior OrcEasis meeting tonight
out at the football games and
at 5:00 o’clock in the women’s
Mr. Barry Bering, instructor of
support the team and show that
gym.
mathematics, has been granted a
you realize that this is a college.
leave of absence for the fall quarOkay. You needn’t read any
NOON DAY BRACER
ter, according to Mr. H. F. Mmfurther.
Special Noon Day Bracer to seen, vice-president of San Jose
I’m putting the heat on you
be held next Friday noon from State college and head of the mathdeadbeats who cry around that
12:15 to 1:00, as part of the Home- matics department.
San Jose hasn’t aufficient standcoming program.
Mr. Bering became ill during
ing to be a member of the Pacific
A large variety of recreational the summer months and was unCoast Conference. Did you ever
games will be played.
able to resume his teaching when
do anything about it besides moan
the college opened this quarter.
d,eprecating
make
and
and moan
SWIMMING CLUB
Although his illness is not seriDid
college?
the
remarks about
An hour’s program of water ous, it is expected that some time
team?
the
you ever go out for
stunts will be given by the Swim- will elapse before the popular inDid you ever attend a San Jose ming Club members as part of
structor will be able to return to
State game?
the Grand Rally Play Day activ- his position, according to Mr. MinIt’s a good thing we have a ities, October 13, according to ssen.
band. If it’ handl been for that, plans made at the Swimming
there would have been more on Club meeting last Monday.
the field than in the bleachers at
The club members in charge of
the Spartan -Santa Barbara A. C. the different groups of activities
clash.
Doris
stunts,
individual
are:
You’re off to the races when Shields and Priacella Maynard; tan Santa Clara, Stanford, or any dams, Katherine Sparks; diving,
other neighboring school puts on Mary Wilson; the Amazons, Mar- .
Barbara
relays,
Bolden;
a football game. And you replay ion
the game for hours, dwelling on Adams; Boston Tea Party, Elizthe spectacular work of Grayson, abeth Bedford and Isabel! Tip Warburton, Red Christie and the pings; formations, Adell Roberts;
comedy, Catherine Smith; finals’,
other headline makers.
That’s all right. But how about Eleanore Clara and Dorothy Potts.
,All girls participating in this
giving the Spartans a play sometime? Did you ever hear of Sheh- event must be at the pool tonight I
tanian, Simon!, Bill Burt, and the at seven o’clock, Miss Gale Tucker,
rest of the squad? Maybe they swimming instructor, stated.
WE G/VF
don’t make as many headlines,
Grand Rally Homecoming will
but they’re making history too.
own be the second such event ever
all, they’re your,
after e
And
,
ot
State College.
t am and this is your own school, be held at San Jose

Student Bemoans
Support of Football

BERING GIVEN LEAVE
OF ABSENCE FOR FALL

Indians by a score of 6 to 2 on the
Stanford field Saturday morning.
Although

they

had

but

three

days of proictice behind them compared with the three weeks of the
Spartans, the Indians managed to
play a more consistent game and
scored through the Spartan defense twice.
The first score came in the middle of the second period when
Rhines, Spartan halfback, allowed
the Stanford inside to get behind
him and center the ball behind the
State fullback, Sleeper. He then
booted it into the netting.
The first half was marred by the
inability of the San Jose backs to
place the ball up the field for the
forwards to take into scoring territory.
In the second half the backs
woke up and placed the ball up
to the forwards for all of the
third and most of the fourth quarter, but it was of no avail, as the
center of the Spartan forward line
muffed chance after chance to
scorhea
T
final Indian score came late
in the last quarter when Hieman and Pitcher were drawn out
of position and the Indian line
dribbled through Crow, Sleeper,
and Rhines, for a close-in shot after a pretty cross from the Stanford outside right.
The playing of the Spartans was
very much below par with one or
two exceptions. Olaveri, playing
for the first time at outside right,
played a fine game, being the outstanding man on the field. Charlie
York, playing his first complete
game at outside left steadied down
after a poor start and turned in
excellent soccer for the Spartan
second defeat of the year for the
cause.
The loss to Stanford was the
second defeat of the year for the
locals, who open their Conference
schedule Saturday morning against
San Mateo Junior College on the
local field. Captain Waddy White,
left half, and Gomez, inside, were
the outstanding players for the
Stanford team. Both played good
ball, although ragged at times, due
to the short time the team has
practiced.
The San Jose line-up.
f
Left fullback
Right fullback
Deft halfback
Center halfback
Right halfback
Left outside
Left inside

Center forward
Right inside
Right outside

Masson
sleeperCr(ocw)
Pitcher
Hickman
Rhyionreks
Brecher
Greenbrook
Wriggle8wDOth
Doerr
er
Stafilbach
Billwiller
Olaveri

RAMO

& Sank Clara
2METS5th
1)th Washtngton jts

51th St. MARKET OPEN ’TIL MIDNITE
Z.’‘E" OWN .57.441PS‘
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Third, Fourth String Men
"Bloom Unseen" On Green
Reserve Gridders Are San Francisco State
Unsung Heroes; All
Places Poor Second
Work, No Play
In 1934 Enrollments
By HAROLD BETTINGER
They are the day laborers of
the school.
They work neither for money
nor for fame.
Then what do they work for?
God knows.
We refer to the Spartan football men. Not the first or second
string. They get out there on Saturdays and cover ttunselves with
glory by spectacular plays. And
they are on the training table, getting free meals because they battle
for San Jose State.
But the third string, and the
fourth string, and tne dubs who are
not on any string at all. Who
ever hear of them? They never
make the first page, or the sporting page. They don’t get any free
meals. They just work, and hope.
They are the unsung heros of the
school.
NO FREE MEALS
Every night they get out there
and practice. They tackle and
block, and run up and down the
field, and work as hard as the
varsity. They take their showers,
and while the varsity. are stowing
away free grub on the training
table, the day laborers are buying
their own meals, and worrying,
as like as not, about the expen-1

MR. JACOBUS, FORMER San Jose State Publicity
PIPE ORGAN MECHANIC Spread By News Bureau
"Doodlebug In Bush Publications Office Is
Requesting Help
IS CAMPUS CUSTODIAN Worth
Two In Lab,"
From Students
Among

the

many

interesting

(Continued from Page One)
personalities on the San Jose State
or less of credit.
Campus, is Mr. S. P. Jacobus, who
San Jose maintained its lead
was formerly an expert pipe organ
In the summer session, San Francisco again placing second, with mechanic, and who belonged to
178 to San Jose’s 185. The total the National Theater Syndicate.
of all the colleges during the
The pipe organ at the Universsummer sesion was 577.
ity of Santa Clara was installed
extension
of
In the enrollment
by Mr. Jacobus, as were three of
students, San Jose again led,
the organs in San Jose’s leading
boasting 59 students, over San
theaters, and the organ in the
Francisco’s 43.
Scottish Rite Temple. The College
San Diego, Fresno, and San
of the Pacific also enjoys an organ
Francisco far exceeded San Jose
of Mr. Jacobus’ installation.
In the number of students enIn his present occupation of
rolled with clear admission, while
San Jose’s total provisional stu- custodian for the Education dedents was second only to San partment, Mr. Jacoous has spent
four years. The advent of the age
Francisco.
In the training school classes of of "Talkies" forced him to seek
Fresno, Humboldt, San Diego, and other eMployment, for even his
San Francisco, San Francisco led twenty years of excellent workwith 70 students in the kinder- manship in pipe organs could not
garten division, and 341 in the compete with that squalling infant
elementary school, a total of 338. of the motion picture industry.
Mr. Jacobus is the father of
Fresno had 184 in both divisions.
The total of the four schools was Robert Jacobus, sophomore student here. Robert’s older brother
791 training school students.
graduated four years ago.
iture. And they get in there every
evening, and listen to the chalk
San Jose State’s tearoom will
talks, and frown when Coach
Dud DeGroot frowns, and smile be open for the only time this
when he smiles, and try to get quarter on Friday, October 12, for
the plays thru their heads.
a Grand Rally luncheon.

Says Dwight Bentel

_ "A doodlebug in the Lush
worth twd in the laboratory."

is

So writes Mr. Dwight Bente!,
head of the journalism department.
in an interesting article on nature
study which appears in the October issue of the Sierra Educational
Review.
The article, entit.11 "A Sch di of
Nature Study", tells of a modern
trend in education, the new and
flourishing West Coast School of
Nature Study, which is con lucted
by the Science dept.rtment of San
Jose State Teachers College.
It Is an outdoor schall with
no fixed location arid only such
equipment as may be transferred
conveniently from one plat.e t3
another.
Mr. Eentel uses the "doeilebug
in the blush" idea to illustrate the
new theory practised by the outdoor school, that bringing students
Into contact with living forms of
natu:e in their natursl environmews is better than bringing
them to classrooms or laboratories
where only dead spmcimens are
available for study.
These out-door 01310i are held
during the summer and Cr" open
to anycne eligible for college enrollment.

In an effort to determine the
effectiveness of
San Jose State
publicity, now being issued regu.
tarty through the Publications de.
partment to newspapers all over
the state, students are being asked
by Miss Berta Gray of the Pub.
lications office to clip any articles
appearing in other
newspapens
about San Jose State, and tel
Ithem in to her.
"Such a practice is the only one
which can give the Publications
office personnel a clue to the way
such publicity material. is being
received," Miss Gray explains.
The college does not maintain
a clipping agency at the preapi
time, but a complete file Of WM
clippings will be kept in room 1?.
STUDYING
(As the poets would say It)
By MARIAN MELBY
As written by TENNYSON.
Half a page, half a page
Half a page onward.
Into the valley cit learning
Poor student wandered.
Forward the French exam
Try and pass it if you can.
Why must he work so hard?
Poor student wondered.

1

Fair enough
FROM time to time we tell you facts
about Chesterfield Cigarettes.
We say that Chesterfields are different
from other cigarettesthat the tobaccos
are different, the paper is different, and
the way they are made is different.
Everything that modern Science knows

about or that money can buy is used in
making Chesterfield a milder, better-tasting cigarettea cigarette that Satisfies.

You can prove what we
tell you about Chesterfield.
May we ask you to try them
that would seem to be fair enough.

_Oerre

c4c4c

the cigarette that’s MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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Left
SLINGING THE
MUD This isn’t Politics, its just the annual frosh-soph battle
at Los Angeles Junior College ’,Calif.).
WIDE WORLD PHOTO

0
Vaihg

Right
AN OLD PI PHI CUSTOM Aach year seniors are given a ducking by their Pi Beta Phi
sisters at University of
Arizona jucsoni.

it
lent

17

INTERNATIONAL PHOTO

.1111

WINS AWARD* Dr. C. F. Koelsch,
University of Minnesota (Minneapolis), receives American Chemical
Society’s Langmuir prize.

CO-ED HUDDLE.
But it’s just i n preparation for the Barnard College (New
York City) co-eds’
presentation of
Everything’s Jake.

Virginia
SHAVIAN PLAYER
Grant plays leading role in Rockford
College (Illinois) production of Candida.

INTERNATIONAL PHOTO

ROOMMATES.Women at
Cortland State Normal (N.
Y.) unpack their trunks preparatory to settling down for
the coming year.

:Al

FROM THE GOVERNOR r. Anionaik
Chief Executive B B. Moeur presents the
MOEUr scholarship award to ROWMOn0
Dalton at Arizona State College (Tempe)

NOBEL WINNER HONORED
Dr. Irving Langmuir receives LL.D. I’:
from Dr. Edward Ellery, president of
’liege (Schenectady, N. Y ),

weanesaay,
of new members was also discus- I of Bertha P’auget, chairman of the cooperation in making the dance on
I 11 to 3 in the quail’
I a success.
sed.
club.

..,--

(Contmlied

on

page

four)

A

a

GUARDIAN GENII . Ancient sculpture, recently
uncovered by the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago (Illinois), near Khorsabad, Assyria.
WIDE WORLD PHOTO

TRIBUTE . David Kinley, former president of the University of Illinois (Champaig_n), places wreath on Scottish American War Memorial, Edinburgh, Scotland.
WIDE WORLD PHOTO

NO MORE GUESSING Dr. Albert J.
Newlin, Santa Clara University (Calif),
claims that the seismograph (instrument for
recording earthquakes) makes accurate
weather forecasts.

Believe /t or Not!

by etill,ffr

e. Pffithav
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LOST A S25,000 CONTRACT
Because his Pen ran dry/

EVER
VISIBLE
INK
SU

-41
This Revolt’

tionary pen
When a prospective purchaser atincludina thi
rubber ink lac.
tempted to sign the 525,000
insurance contract with Mr.
tf I lwairis old pen, it (ailed lo write.
WILL*0@1%
...The prospect then said,
MORE INK.
if hout increase
III think it over and
in size
changed_his mino’
The PARKER VACUMATIC
Less IN’,
(which McM(Elwain now Carrie3
In order to hold as actual s’
much ink as rriv
would have saved the Ilea(
PARKER
because its visible ink
VACUMATIC
supply would have
Shown whether the
an ordinary
pen needed refilIng
rubber uct, pen
ot the same length
before he presented
would have to be as big
the contract for his
AROUND AS A CAP
client’s signatu
ELIMINATES 14
OLD-TIME PAM

THERE’S A DIFFERENCE .(Above) When
German students start out on a ’long hike,
they go this way (Below) Students at
Westminster College (New Wilmington,
Pa.) hiking td an early fall football game.

WILLIAM THOMPSON PHOTO

"IT SAVES THE DAY for MANY A MAN"
kaym
and uI

Ilervissisp It
’s when it’s running

10IC!

This revolutionary pen WONT WIN DRY unless you let it. Smart laminled Pearl and Jet
When held to the light. the -let" rings become tramparent
show the column of Ink
Inside
tell when to refill, like the gas Omar
on
ear. Try this miracle pen at any store.
The Parker Pen Company, Janesville. Wis.

Holds 10" More 114

’1)a rker
Over-Strs, $10.

$2.50
Printed by Alco Gravure Inc. Chicago.
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"The Daring Young Mon on the Flying Trapeze"
WALTER O’KEEFEIN PERSONThe man who
made this and other songs famous, brings his inimitable wit and humor to the Camel Caravan as Master
of Ceremonies. And he promises, among other things,
to introduce at least one new song each week. Tune
in on the Caravan and see why this versatile singing
comedian is one of the air’s most popular entertainers.

Albert J.
(Calif.),
me -it for
ccurate

ale

YOU ARE INVITED!
TO TUNE IN ON THE NEW

ALL-STAR CAMEL CARAVAN

EVER
VISIBLE
INK
SUM

with

CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
ANNETTE HANSHAW

Revak, an, pen
MATES 14
!ME PARIS
Uding the
Ink Iac.

WALTER O’KEEFE
AND OTHER HEADLINERS

TUESDAY
Le SS

10:00
9:00
8:00
7:00

Ihd,
aCtUai

Sae

ANNETTE HANSHAW whose
thrilling, vibrant
voice and sparkling personality, have enthralled radio
audiences in the past, will be featured on the new
Caravan in the popular hit tunes of today and yesterday. Tune in on Annette! It’s better than even money she
will soon be your A number I favorite radio songstress.

TUNE IN

MAN"
If ore lelf

roPIllithl. 1531. It J

I

GLEN GRAYwhose Casa Loma Orchestra is noted
for its clever arrangements and smooth rhythms, has
played for over 200 important college dances. Made
radio history on the Camel Caravan last year. Back
again by universal request and due to r -peat this year!
Always a favorite band in almost every college vote.

P.M.
P. M.
P.M.
P. M.

Eastern Time
Central Time
Mountain Time
Pacific Time

THURSDAY
9:00
8:00
9:30
8:30

P.
P.
P.
P.

M.
M.
M.
M.

Eastern Time
Central Time
Mountain Time
Pacific Time

Every Tuesday and Thursday evening over
coast -to -coast WABC -Columbia network
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r
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members was also discus- of Bertha Fauget, chairman of the
it success.
club,
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11 to 3 in the quad."
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(Continued on page four)

PUG LUND
University of Minnesota
(Minneapolis, Minn.)

CAPT. JACK SMITH
Ohio State University
(Columbus, Ohio)

ANDY PILNEY
Unomn
(Ntf r Dame, Ind)
LIN HOWE
Occidental College
(Los Angeles, Calif.)

1934. Lwarrrklifroas TO/ACCO CO.
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CASH GENTRY
University of Oklahoma
(Norman, Okla )

Y FERRIS
of Wisconsin
cbson, \X/is )

JERRY FOSTER
University of Iowa
(Iowa City, la.)

HAROLD OSLIN
Centenary College 4
(Shreveport, La.) "

CAPT. CARL HELDT
Purdue University
(Lafayette, Ind.)

PILNEY
me Univesi
Nnie, Ind)
VERNON HUFFMAN
Indiana University
(Bloomington, Ind.)

ORCS
311IL

Of new members
was also discus- of Bertha Fauget, chairman of the cooperation in making the dance
sed.
a success.
club,

j

on Wednesday, October 10 from I
11 to 3 in the quad."
I

is
"Edison
1111(101.1btedlY ’the
(Continued on page four)
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BOOKS
A

B

THE MERRY QUEEN, by
Pierre Nezelof (Liveright
$2.50). This book was written in 1932. but publication
was held up so that it would
not compete with Stephen
Zweig’s "Marie Antoinette,"
previously published tome
on the same lady. Concerns
the life of France’s famous
Queen, Marie Antoinette.
and goes into detail. On the
whole, Nezelof seems to be
less sympathetic with the intriguing lady than Zweig. It
you have read the first book,
don’t pass up "The Merry
Queen" on account of it. The
two books provide a nice
contrast. Marie Antoinette
is not an admirable or particularly charming person
but she is an interesting one
Worth while from a literary
and historical point of view.
THE PEEL TRAIT, by Joseph C. Lincoln (Appleton Century, $2.00). Joe Lincoln,
the old maestro of Cape Cod
characters, is at it again.
Cyrenus Peel, old and horsesense-ish, together with his
children, Lettice. Erastus and
Susan, form the characterizations for a salty, humanlyhomely, smile-provoking
book. Rec.

RECEIVED:
Gay
dalen
King-Hall
$2.50)

45

GREEK ORGANIZATION
LEADER DeNean Stafford heads
University of Georgia (Athens) Pan Hellenic Council, campus fraternity
organization.

WINS ALL-AROUND
HONORS John Wonsowich, Ohio State University
(Columbus), was best athlete
at Polish Olympics.

WHISKERS AND
PIPES do not necessarily go together, but
they did when L. L
Walters dressed up for
a hard times dance at
Purdue University ’Lafayette,

Crusader, by Mat
(Appleton -Century.

MOVIES
A

THE BARRETTS OF
WIMPOLE STREE TA
classic of the stage comes to
the screen and, (miracle of
miracles), loses nothing of its
classic sentiment and touching beauty. The well known
story of Robert Browning
(Frederic March) and Elizabeth Barrett (Norma Shearer) and their love. (Charles
Laughton, Maureen O’Sullivan)

C ROMANCE IN THE RAIN
Hodge podge including the
old Cinderella theme, a wise
P.A. (publicity agent, to
you), romance and music. Result is just about what you
might expect. (Roger Pryor,
Heather Angel)

it of the board
Tonlon Indo-China
wut 1AM THOMPSON PHOTO

rs,

Pign;
COLLECTORS Kenneth Satchell and Kenneth Kramer, Temple
University Philadelphia, Pa. , have pipes
in all shapes and sizes.

THERE ARE A LOT OF DIFFERENT
KINDS OF ENTREPRENEURS
OH DEA12. "/E5 THE
INDIVIDUAL ,THE
pLLECTIVE,ETc..Erc

UNDER NORMAL CavDiTicr
500-4 THERE BE, OM

WHEN You CHANGE THE
FACTORS OF PRODUcTIO
ALL 50R_TS OF FUNNY
THiNGS HAPPEN
.F.4i)LiN5TANICE--

ANALY5i5 MuST
PROCEED ALONG
THESE UNES ,
ETC , ETC

RADIO
A

A

THE CAMEL CARAVAN
A.1 elaborate musical and
humorous revue featuring
Walter O’Keefe as MC., Annette Hanshaw, personality
songstress, and the Casa
Lorna Orchestra (starred on
last year’s Camel Cigarette
program). One of the most
pretentious and entertaining
programs on the air. Be sure
and tune in. (WABC-CBS
network, Tuesdays 10-10:30
PM, EST, Thursdays, 9-9:30
PM, EST. Re-Broadcast for
western stations, 11:30-12
midnight, EST)
NEW PONTIAC PROGRAM puts "music in the
air." Headlines Jane (how
she can sing) Froman, "funny’
mans" Don McNeil, Frank
Black’s Orchestra and the
Modern Choir (under direction of Emile Cote). NBCWEAF network. (Sundays,
10:30 PM, EST)

/E) 1954, Liacirrr S Myna Tobacco Co.

ALANAi5 BOV THE E3E5T
WHEN IT C05T5 NO MORE-THAT’S WHY I SMOKE
GOOD OLD
,(.-

-PRINCE ALBERT
- - - _-

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
PRINCE

tobaccos.

And A

Allstel9m-

PRINCECBERT

ALI* KT is a blend of
choice, top.quality

special

process is used ss hich removes
es ers
In a tin of Prince
Albert.
its mild,
mellow fragrance!
.onsider its richness and
hods . You’ll enPiy, as nes er hefore, the
full companionship of your pipe!

trace ot "bite."

Taste

ORIN GE ALBERT
THE

NATIONAL JOY

PS
CRIMP CUT
LONG guitkiii’aihPf
AN.
TOSAia,

SMOKI
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THE PLAY’S THE THING
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DUCHESS,.
Erna Van De
Groen, starred 1,,
in Boston University (Mass.) 4’
presentation
of TheGondoliers.
"DEGREED"St. Benedict’s
College (Atchinson, Kan.) recently made John S. Young,
NBC announcer, a Doctor of
Laws. Alpha Chi Rho.

board
:Enna

am

taiit’s

Right
DANCE CREATOR Mrs. Peggy
Rhynsburger directs dance productions at Christian College (Columbia,
Mo )

DARKNESS AND LIGHT meet again in
the Vagabond King staged at Los Angeles
Junior College (Calif.).
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"B.A." and "cum laude" besides. Rosaline Green stepped
from New York State College
(Albany. N. Y.) to dramatic
radio roles. A. E. Phi.

STARS IN "My
Stars" a Donald
Dixon and Grace
Baer carry the
leads in Penn
State College’s
(State College,
Pa.) annual musical production.

TENSE MOMENT*In the
Hillsdale College (Mich.)
play, Far Away
Princess.
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"AWARDED"
Announcer
James Wallington, Union College (Schenectady. N. Y.)
grad, won the ’33 Academy of
Arts and Letters diction gold
medal. Sigma Chi.
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CAN YOU CALL ’EM Fourth in the series of "microuuesses," CLUES: (left) pyramid, diamond; snowflake;

SS

belt buckle; right
Answers on page 8.
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’SETH PARKER" to millions but Phillips Lord, A.B..
Bowdoin College, (Biunswick.
Me.) to you! I). K.K.
October 10 from
of new members was also discus- of Bertha Fauget, chairman of the cooperation in making the dance ’ on Wednesday,
j
11 to 3 in the quad."
a success.
club.

it,
been
nigh
ononost
Dr.
tric
out -

"Edison is undoubtedly ‘ the
(Continued on page four)
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THESE CO-ED
CHORINES took part
in the annual Santa
Barbara State College ’
(cal i f.) Road-Runner

DISCOVERS GAS . George H. Cady
(right) finds new poison gas while experimenting at Massachussets Institute of Technology (Boston). With him is Dr. H. S.
Booth, Western Reserve University (Cleveland, O.).
KEYSTONE PHOTO

Revue.

PAPER FOR BLIND. Bernard Krcbs,blind
Journalism student recently graduated from
New York University (N Y.), plans to
start New York’s first daily newspaper for
ACME PHOTO
the blind.

ACME PHOTO

ARTISTIC rhe trash at Salem Ci.,
Va.) thought so, but the sophs thought otherwise
The frosh took the sign off in a hurry!

PLAY, BOYSI . Joe
McCartney and his
-Masters of Melody,
student orchestra at De
Pauw University
(Greencastle, Ind.).

CORRECTION
WHO’S WHO.
In explanation of
an error made in
COLLEGIATE
DIGEST two
weeks ago: (left)
Selma Drabing,
Indiana University (Bloomington), ’35 -Arbutus- editor;
(right) Evelyn
Carr, University
of Chicago (Illinois) 34 Hall of
Fame Winner.

MICRO-GUESS
ANSWERS
(From Page 2)
LeftSalt crystal taken from inside
of kettle.
RightPepper, enlarged 200 times.
Watch for 2 more MICRO-GUESSES
in next week’s issue.
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ONE DOLLAR
will be paid to students for snapshots of student or faculty activities
suitable for publication in this
section. Time, place, event and
class Or position of participants
must accompany picture. No money
will be paid for pictures not used
and no pictures will be returned
unless accompanied by return post
age.

Colkeisit Root
SECTION
MADISON, WISCONSIN

P. O. SOX 472,

PRINT;

al It’s YOUR Team.’

MN=

All American EditorCollegiate Digest
P. 0. Box 472, Madison, Wis.

Remember:

Dear Sir:
My selections for the 1934 Collegiate Digest All American Foot- I
ball Team are:
Ends
_ Tackles
Guards

Every undergraduate enrolled in the institutions at which COLLEGIATE
DIGEST is distributed is eligible to vote.
In case spectacular playing by some individual
or team changes your firs.
choice, you are free to submit another list. No
more than one conpletc
team may be selected each week by any one individual.
Gold medals will be presented by COLLEGIATE
DIGEST to the 11 men
selected.

Halfbacks
IFullback

Center

IQuarterback

Captain
(Name)

Vote Now!
(School)

*MI
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Toiltniate Dilost

AMERICAN

FOOTBALL

TEAM

FOR

1934

.44..0.444
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